On June 11, 1963, in a televised address from the Oval Office, President John F. Kennedy identified “a moral crisis” facing the United States:

The fires of frustration and discord are burning in every city, North and South, where legal remedies are not at hand. Redress is sought in the streets, in demonstrations, parades, and protests, which create tensions and threaten violence and threaten lives. We face, therefore, a moral crisis as a country and as a people. It cannot be met by repressive police action. It cannot be left to increased demonstrations in the streets. It cannot be quieted by token moves or talk. It is time to act in the Congress, in your State and local legislative body and, above all, in all of our daily lives. (Kennedy 1964, 467)

With these fiery words, Kennedy created a defining moment for minority protesters. In the most public of fashions, the president acknowledged the plight of racial minorities and vowed to take executive action. It was no coincidence that the president’s speech came on the heels of protests in Birmingham, Alabama, a city that had become a battleground for the civil rights movement earlier that year under the guidance of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. By May 2, the demonstrations in Birmingham had grown so large that police officers resorted to using school buses and
vans to transport protesters to overfilled jails. These protest activities, referred to as “Project C” for “confrontation,” persisted for weeks and culminated in the infamous events of May 3, when the nation tuned into its television sets to see not disorderly adults being handcuffed, but teenagers cornered by police officers with trained canines and little girls huddled together to soften the unrelenting force of the water that was slamming their backs into concrete walls. The scene was disturbing.

Although other minority protest events had approached this level of violence, few found their way into the living rooms of the American public. The presence in Birmingham of several media outlets, both foreign and domestic, only exacerbated the cruelty of the racial clash playing out there. After watching the scenes from Birmingham on his own television screen, Kennedy sensed public opinion was shifting in favor of minority protestors – and he was right. In 1963, race relations became the most important problem facing the nation: more than 52 percent of Americans surveyed felt that addressing racial and ethnic minority concerns should be the government’s number-one priority. This was a substantial increase from the 8 percent who had felt the same way only a year earlier.

To the government fell the simple question of what to do next. Kennedy’s even simpler answer was “Act.” Thus, he reversed his lackluster approach to race relations and proposed sweeping reform. On June 21, Kennedy implemented Executive Order 11114, which extended the authority of the President’s Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity to end discrimination in employment as well as in governmental contracts with public and private organizations receiving federal financial assistance. On that same day, he sent a letter to Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara that urged the secretary to adhere to the recommendations of the Committee on Equal Opportunity in the Armed Forces, which stated that more must be done to improve the discriminatory practices suffered by black military personnel in both on-base and
off-base environments.¹ A month later, President Kennedy sent a letter to the speaker of the house, John McCormack (D-MA), to propose new immigration legislation that would eliminate discrimination based on national origin.² Kennedy’s newfound attention to inequality continued throughout the year, reaching even the local level.³

Yet President Kennedy did more than just act: he enlisted Congress to follow suit. As a consequence, the Eighty-Eighth Congress passed the 1964 Civil Rights Act, a piece of legislation that is rivaled only by policies introduced during the Reconstruction Era. Not to be outdone, the Supreme Court under the leadership of Earl Warren reviewed the largest number of minority-related cases in the court’s history in 1964.⁴

The governmental response following Birmingham poses some interesting questions for scholars of political behavior and political institutions. Most notably, do protest actions truly influence the behavior of political officials? The timing of the events in Birmingham and the federal government’s response clearly suggest they do. But when events such as these seem to influence political institutions, is it merely a coincidence, or can a link between political protest and the actions of the federal government be demonstrated?

This book attempts to address these questions by picking up from where protest ends; it sits at the intersection between the close of appeals for minority equality and the initiation of governmental policy. The chapters that follow show that protest has a demonstrable effect on governmental actions at the national level. The relationship between political protest
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¹ “Letters to the Secretary of Defense and to the Chairman, Committee on Equal Opportunity in the Armed Forces, in Response to the Committee’s Report.” June 22, 1963.
³ For example, on September 24, 1963, President Kennedy met with civic and political leaders in Birmingham to attempt to restore communications between white and black communities. (Indicated in “Statement by the President Following Meeting with Civic Leaders and Members of the Clergy of Birmingham”. September 24, 1963.)
⁴ United States Supreme Court Database (1955–1997).
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and federal institutions is not straightforward. Racial and ethnic minority protest succeeds in obtaining policy change and directing federal attention when it informs politicians on the best course of action. The information received by politicians is fueled by the social context of protest behavior that involves both moderate and contentious tactics, a strong organizational structure, and a significant number of engagers who persist over time. These factors accumulate to signal the saliency of racial and ethnic minority concerns and draw the government’s attention to political issues that are rising in importance. As pro-minority rights behavior grew in salience and the numbers of anti-minority rights actions declined, federal politicians embraced the move toward a more egalitarian society and implemented policies that would facilitate racial justice and equality. Political protest behavior thus made politicians aware of a potential area of political innovation, provided cues that demonstrated the saliency of minority concerns, and indicated which direction of political response would be best aligned with the side of protest activity most actively expressing its grievances. In brief, political officials learned from minority protest and responded when they felt emboldened by the strong informational cues provided by citizens’ behavior.

Modern Perspectives on the Impact of Minority Protest

For many Americans, the 1964 Civil Rights Act and 1965 Voting Rights Act serve as lingering testaments to the impact of minority protest on policy. In fact, citizens’ positive perceptions of the effectiveness of minority political protest have continued to grow over time. A 2008 Gallop Poll, for example, revealed that nearly 90 percent of Americans felt that the protesters in the civil rights movement had achieved some or all of their goals (Saad 2008). This understanding extends into a post–civil rights era in which citizens, particularly racial and ethnic minorities, view protest activities as a viable way of influencing the actions of federal politicians.
Unfortunately, there is not a substantial amount of scholarly work that evaluates this view of the efficacy of minority protest. The few scholarly works that have addressed the link between minority protest and policy reach differing conclusions. On occasion, scholars have provided evidence that citizens’ protest actions are able to influence political institutions. Some argue that the mass rioting around welfare between 1964 and 1968 led to President Johnson’s establishing a riot commission that “called for ‘a massive and sustained commitment to action’ to end poverty and racial discrimination” (Piven and Cloward 1977, 272–73). Others have taken a qualitative approach to demonstrate the influence of protest at the local level. For example, a 1989 case study of four cities in Florida demonstrates that minority protest behavior achieved marked gains with local government (Button 1989). In Mississippi, protest behavior aided the success of the War on Poverty program by increasing citizen participation, and it facilitated school desegregation in the 1970s and 1980s (Andrews 2004). A more rigorous statistical approach similarly revealed a strong positive link between minority protests and federal aid programs that benefited minority communities (Fording 1997).

For the many positive studies that demonstrate the influence of minority protest, authors have reached another set of conclusions that refute these claims. In reexamining Piven and Cloward’s research (1971; 1977), Albritton (1979) finds no support for the notion that mass protest efforts produced a response from the government by increasing welfare and the size of the federal caseloads taken by the Aid to Families with Dependent Children programs during Johnson’s administration. In contrast to other works that followed, Welch (1975) shows that riots in the late 1960s did not result in increased expenditures on social welfare. Adding to this chorus of opposition, some argue that civil rights demonstrations and urban riots did little to increase the president’s attention to racial issues in his State of the Union addresses during the post–civil rights movement era.
(Hill 1998). This side posits that political protest has an indirect effect at best, working within public opinion to influence congressional policies, as some have argued was the case for the passage of Equal Employment Opportunity legislation (Burstein 1999). At worst, political protest activities have produced a negative response from government (Davenport 2010).

Ironically, the line drawn in the sand by these two perspectives does not indicate that either side offers an erroneous account of protest, but rather that both are incomplete – a shared limitation that has accentuated this divide. No work, for example, offers a holistic understanding of the impact of minority protest across the three federal branches of government. The different federal branches have unique institutional constraints that limit their ability to respond to minority activity. In comparison to appointed officials, moreover, elected officials face different incentives to respond. Consider the lifelong appointments of Supreme Court justices in comparison to the relatively brief terms of elected members of Congress. Whereas the former are immune from the demands of reelection, the latter must appeal to citizens every two to six years. If we fail to juxtapose the responses of Supreme Court justices to those of members of Congress and the executive, we address only fragments of a larger story of government response to minority behavior. Consequently, our theoretical and analytical focus should be on the forest and not the trees of protest influence – focusing on the “macropolity” of government that includes an understanding of responsiveness.

5 Joseph Luders (2010) makes a similar point, arguing that politicians during the civil rights movement strongly considered the preferences of third-party bystanders in their cost calculations regarding whether to respond to protest actions. Some have also argued that even though protest may have aided the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, public opinion was the dominant force that allowed the adoption of the 1972 Equal Employment Opportunity Act (Santoro 2002).

6 Even at the local level, studies show that several city officials in California from 1960 to 1980 ignored protest activities from minority groups that were conducted without the aid of a dominant multiracial coalition and electoral mobilization (Browning, Marshall, and Tabb 1984).
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across multiple institutions. As we shall see in the chapters that follow, when some federal institutions turned a blind eye to the grievances expressed by protestors, others championed these concerns, becoming enthusiastic exponents of diversity and racial equality.

The divide between varying accounts of protest influence is further deepened by studies’ lack of quantifiable measures that consider the social context of protest actions. Historical examinations of minority protest create a lucid story of events. These in-depth case studies address various components of minority behavior, such as a movement’s organizational structure and the social conditions in which minority protest actions took place. But this rich historical perspective does not always translate well into quantitative studies of protest outcomes. As a consequence, these historical insights are only partially reflected in statistical analyses (or, worse, excluded altogether). If we fail to distinguish the context in which protest activity takes place, we risk treating all protest as monolithic, each event indistinguishable from the next. We require an interdisciplinary theory that takes into account the comprehensive way in which minority protest may exercise an influence on federal government.

Minority Protest as a Continuum of Information

My theory of governmental response is an alterative approach to conceptualizing the impact of minority political behavior that broadens both our view of protest and the framework of citizens’ influence. In doing so, my revision of the current narrative shifts from considering specific attributes of political protest that may influence government to demonstrating how these various characteristics combine to offer a
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7 The term “macropolity” comes from the encompassing work of Robert Erikson, Michael Mackuen, and James Stimson (2002, 427), who successfully expands our understanding of public opinion by focusing collective attitudes across multiple institutions and across a half decade. They term this collective understanding the “macropolity,” a concept that I embrace in this book.
global perspective on issues most affecting racial and ethnic minorities. There are, indeed, gradations of protest actions, and some protests give greater voice to minority concerns and allow them to resonate with governmental officials. But in order to offer a more expansive view of responsiveness, I begin this narrative of protest influence with the politicians who are viewing these actions and their motivations for recognizing minority interests alongside, and at times counter to, majoritarian preferences. To explore this collective response, I embrace a common understanding of the incentive behind minority political protest that is shared by the various politicians across the different national institutions – that is, minority protest actions are informative to politicians, and the information they contain is used to improve governance.

Democratic theory offers a basis for my understanding. If there is a place for minority voices in a democracy, it is likely subordinate to the political preferences of the majority, which convey the “will of the people.” But the will of the majority, as the framers foresaw, can impede the political concerns of minority groups. James Madison acknowledged the potential perils of a strong majority in Federalist 51: “If a majority be united by a common interest, the rights of the minority will be insecure.” The solution to this problem, Madison argued, was to replace direct democracy with representative government.

Within a representative government, political officials must interpret the needs of the people. Madison writes in Federalist 10 that the aim of representative government is to “refine and enlarge the public views by passing them through the medium of a chosen body of citizens, whose wisdom may best discern the true interest of their country and whose patriotism and love of justice will be least likely to sacrifice it to temporary or partial considerations.” In this passage, Madison contends that the role of political representatives is to distinguish between what citizens want and that which is best for the nation. This is an indispensable role of political representatives because it allows government, or, rather, the people who lead, to stand
against majority preference when minority concerns reflect a more just path.

But how are political officials informed of minority concerns? Even in a representative government, elected officials require cues that will indicate the political preferences of racial and ethnic minorities. Political protest has often served as this cue, and the social context in which protests occur provides signals to politicians about the scope of citizens’ activism. By “scope,” I refer to the unique attributes of political protest that distinguish one form of citizen behavior from another. A strike involving fifteen random disgruntled employees protesting discriminatory employment practices, for instance, is likely to be perceived differently by politicians than a protest event that is backed by a political organization, involves ten thousand minority citizens marching on a state capital over several days, and ends with a number of arrests or even an unfortunate death. The difference between these two events is the scope of the protest actions: the former is small, unorganized, and peaceful, whereas the latter is fairly large, well-organized, and contentious. The scope of protest goes beyond the internal characteristics of political activism, moreover, to include competing protests that advocate the opposing position on a political topic and vie for the attention of government. The social environment that is created and shaped by the scope of political actions has characteristics that also shape political opportunities.

At the most basic level, minority protest informs every branch of government of the importance of racial and ethnic minority concerns, which allows for political innovation. This not only inspires politicians to address new issues but also allows political officials to adapt to the constant evolution of minority appeals. Furthermore, evaluating the context of minority protest allows politicians to prioritize racial and ethnic concerns and rank-order these issues in comparison to the other problems facing the nation. Finally, the competing protest activities conducted on race also guide the government’s response: as one side of protest actions cedes issue
space to another, this directs the course of action a politician should take.\textsuperscript{8}

My theoretical approach shifts the focus away from unique, individual characteristics of minority protest to a perspective that combines the multiple facets of political behavior to offer a more complete understanding of citizens’ action. More specifically, I reconceive minority protest as a \textit{continuum of information} that indicates the importance of addressing race. This conception casts politicians in a different light: they are not always forced to the bargaining table by extremist activists or held hostage by an uncontrollable crisis situation. Politicians are also strategic collectors of information who offer a response once they have been persuaded that addressing issues of race is in the best interest of the American people.

\textbf{Defining Governmental Response to a Collective Minority}

If government indeed responds to minority political behavior, how can we recognize that response? My interest lies strictly in defining what constitutes a federal governmental response.\textsuperscript{9}

I do not want to define this response simply in terms of public policies but rather to try to tap into various stages of the entire policy-making process for each federal institution, which can also include the potential for governmental action. Thus, I focus on the rhetoric of politicians, their political decisions, their nonpolicy actions, and the policy results, both for collective institutions and for individual representatives and justices.

\textsuperscript{8} The idea that protest can be informative to politicians has also been seen in the work of Susanne Lohmann (1993), who posits that cues from protest activity has the potential to make “socially invisible” issues politically salient (329). In this light, the collective actions of citizens become a form of communication for politicians (Mansbridge 1994). The work of King and Soule (2007) also express protest as being informative events that influence the stock prices of corporations.

\textsuperscript{9} My reason for doing so is that the federal response has not been given adequate treatment. It also presents the most controversy for scholars, which makes it a problem worth solving.
I also consider carefully who to include among those “minority” groups shaping the federal governmental response. To successfully explore the effects of minority political protest on governmental responsiveness, we must expand the scholarly focus beyond African American engagement. The black/white dichotomy has been a fixture for discussions of race, but it offers an incomplete story of minority appeals for equality. African Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans have all contributed to highlighting issues that have troubled the minority community.

African Americans led the way with the civil rights movement. Sparked by the 1954 *Brown vs. Board of Education* decision, the black community was moved to go beyond the ballot box and employ other political tools. Ranging from the nonviolent approaches of Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. to the more aggressive tactics of Huey Newton and Bobby Steele, blacks voiced their discontent with class differences, economic woes, and social injustices. These issues touched a core within the black community, mobilizing widespread political engagement.

The organizational structure and political tactics of the civil rights movement served as a blueprint for other ethnic minority groups to voice their concerns to government. Latinos learned from this blueprint (Garcia and de la Garza 1977). Mexican Americans, the largest Latino subgroup, sprang to the political forefront with the Chicano Movement in the mid-1960s. The goals of this movement were cultural regeneration and political power. The Puerto Rican community, the second largest Latino subgroup, also experienced a heightened amount of unconventional political activity in the 1960s. In New York and elsewhere, Puerto Ricans rallied behind the Young Lords, a militant group that sought to address the inequality of Puerto Ricans on the island and in U.S. mainland ghettos.

Asian Americans also embraced protest actions in the late 1960s and early 1970s, establishing a movement that began with the San Francisco strike in 1968. The beginning stages of
this movement consisted of young Asian American students collectively engaging in strikes to demand open admissions, ethnic studies, and a redefinition of the education system. The movement expanded from this base to incorporate the elderly, workers, former prison inmates, and high-school youth (Omatsu 1994). Speaking of the Asian American movement of the 1960s and 1970s, Omatsu states, “They were the people who demonstrated at eviction sites, packed City Hall hearing rooms, volunteered to staff health fairs…. They were the women and men who took the concept of ‘serve the people’ and turned it into a material force, transforming the political face of our communities” (28).

This movement behavior formed the foundation of a collective minority voice that continued to speak in the 1980s and 1990s, when protest over police brutality, immigration reform, and voter irregularities galvanized black, Latino, and Asian American communities alike. Over time, a racial and ethnic minority coalition has formed. These distinct groups have become linked through their similar appeals to national institutions for fairness and equality.

Contribution and Implications

This book is not simply about the lives and actions of racial and ethnic minorities, though the impressive historical scale of minority protest in the United States provides a wealth of knowledge with which to consider the influence of protest activism. Rather, the parallel subject of this study moves beyond the actions of marginalized groups to confront a larger and more challenging theme: viewing political protest as a form of democratic expression, and therefore a component of democratic responsiveness. Generally conceived, democratic responsiveness is the relationship between the government and the citizens whom it governs, where politicians’ decisions are guided by the preferences of citizens. We have come to understand citizens’ preferences as majoritarian attitudes that can be gleaned from public opinion or electoral
outcomes, largely because these express mass preferences, or the general consensus of Americans across a broad range of issues. Political protest, however, is often eschewed from this conventional picture of responsiveness in favor of other forms of mass sentiment.

In my view, this omission creates a limited conception of responsiveness that constrains the eclectic mix of the nation’s views to institutionalized behavior and structured polling. Citizens’ preferences are not monolithic or consistent across issues; at times, a single issue inspires gradients of sentiment, from passionate discontent to complete acceptance. More to the point, citizens are sometimes moved by events and tragedies in ways that cannot be measured by the passivity of public opinion polls or delayed for an election cycle. In such events, people are compelled to act, and political protest is the avenue through which they can express their most urgent concerns. In doing so, their protest behavior becomes another vehicle by which they communicate to government.\textsuperscript{10}

This book, therefore, offers a refinement of democratic responsiveness theory and contributes to our understanding of the policy results that follow from non-electoral behavior, specifically, protest actions. The body of scholarly work produced by both sociologists and political scientists has paid little attention to the link between political protest and government responsiveness.\textsuperscript{11} The lack of attention to this topic is understandable, if unexpected. Sociological studies tend to be interested in what motivates individuals to participate in

\footnotesize{The information provided by political protest can also initiate a national dialogue on inequality for marginalized groups in deliberative democracy – a form of government where citizens and politicians engage in public discourse over policies. Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson (2004) state, “Some issues cannot even reach the political agenda unless some citizens are willing to act with passion, making statements and declarations rather than developing arguments and responses. When non-deliberative politics, antiwar marches, sit-ins, and workers’ strikes are necessary to achieve deliberative ends...these actions often provoke more deliberation than would otherwise occur” (51).

Doug McAdam and Sidney Tarrow (2010), two leading scholars of sociology, offered a similar critique of both fields.
movements, how movements are formed and sustained, and how movement behavior affects societal conditions. This research, until recently, rarely addressed political institutions and the factors that influence political actors. Whereas political scientists are more accustomed to recognize the factors that influence political institutions, on the other hand, they have struggled to offer much insight into the political outcomes of protest behavior. As opposed to understanding citizens’ preferences through non-electoral political behavior or political protest, the discussion in political science has revolved around the factors that determine citizens’ engagement in political behavior, with a strong emphasis on voting activity. Consequently, political science research has been slow to recognize the connection that Sidney Verba and Norman Nie pushed for nearly forty years ago: “Responsiveness is what democracy is supposed to be about and, more specifically, is what participation is supposed to increase” (1972, 300).

There are several exceptions, as well as a newfound surge of research that is starting to examine the consequences of movement behavior in sociology. For example, see McAdam and Su 2002; Amenta 2006; Amenta and Caren 2004; Agnone 2007; Andrews 2004; Giugni 2004; 2007; Kane 2003; King et al. 2005; King et al. 2007; McCammon et al. 2001; Soule and Olzak 2004; Olzak and Soule 2009; Soule and King 2006; Soule and Davenport 2009; and Luders 2010. This is only a cursory list of the burgeoning new research being produced. For an excellent review of works that link protest to governmental outcomes, see Amenta, Caren, Chiarello, and Su 2010.

There are notable exceptions to this trend (e.g., Baumgartner and Mahoney 2005; Browning, Marshall, and Tabb 1986; Fording 1997; Campbell 2003; Parker 2009; Piven and Cloward 1977; Verba and Nie 1972). Andrea Campbell’s (2003) discussion of senior political activism and the welfare state impressively explores not only the impact that citizens have on government but also the ability of government to influence citizens’ behavior.

In comparing the two disciplines of political science and sociology, even the terminology is different. Here and throughout the book, I refer to the non-electoral behavior I investigate as “political protest,” for these are protest actions that seek to influence the political system. However, these same actions are classified as “movement behavior” by sociologists. In essence, the two fields have addressed the same political phenomenon, citizens’ behavior, but in two separate spheres. The terminology gap may have contributed to the lack of interdisciplinary work on the topic.

The words of Sidney Verba and Norman Nie also force us to reflect on the limited ways in which we view and study political participation. Political
This book embraces this notion and establishes a direct link between protest behavior and political institutions.

Given the influence that minority protest actions have wielded over national government, the implication drawn from this approach to understanding protest is a powerful one. Minorities’ shift from protest to politics as a political strategy has opened the door for institutionalized political opportunity. Yet it has also inadvertently neglected a successful avenue for racial and ethnic minorities to have their voices heard. Thus, in the post–civil rights era, the decline in federal governmental policies addressing race is not simply driven by previous policy successes or by the existence of fewer problems in the minority community. It is also a result of the limited number of behavioral cues that inform national institutions on the state of social and economic inequality.

Structure of the Book

In the chapters to come, I aim to answer the central question driving this study: Do racial and ethnic minority protest actions directly influence the actions of federal politicians and the policies stemming from national political institutions?

In Chapter 1, I lay out my continuum of information theory, providing the theoretical foundation to address this question. I argue that current conceptions of minority protest focus on one or two major characteristics of political protest, as opposed to considering the complete array of attributes that make up the entire scope of political behavior. Once the unique characteristics of protest are combined and placed on a continuum, it is possible to see how political behavior provides informative cues to politicians that indicate the saliency of racial and ethnic minority concerns. I also detail how different national institutions use this information to govern.

participation is an array of different modes of activity. Though some forms of participation, such as protest, lack an institutionalized procedure to implement the concerns voiced therein, these actions still have meaning for politicians.
Chapter 2 examines variation in racial and ethnic minority political protest over time and by geographical location. This chapter begins by discussing the previous definitions and measures of minority protest and examines how these earlier assessments capture only pieces of protests’ influence. The chapter goes on to present a more encompassing approach that accounts for the multiple characteristics of political behavior that combine to indicate the importance of racial and ethnic minority concerns. Using this reconception of political behavior and newspaper accounts of political protest drawn from the Dynamics of Collective Action dataset, I examine the geographical location of minority protest at the U.S. county level over four decades: the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. This chapter shows that the scope of minority protest not only fluctuated over time but also spread across the nation as we moved to a post-civil rights era. The diffusion of political protest heightened the public’s attention to race and cemented minority concerns as some of the most critical problems facing the nation. By considering temporal and geographic variations in minority protest alongside public perceptions of the saliency of minority concerns, I am able to specify the palpable political climate created by minority political behavior at various points over the period of study.

Chapters 3–5 seek to link the information in minority protest to a governmental response from three federal branches of government. In Chapter 3, I begin by examining the collective body of Congress. I explore whether the information in minority protest was able to dictate the number of congressional hearings and laws enacted that involved racial and ethnic minority concerns. After discussing the impact of minority protest at the aggregate level, the second section of this chapter shifts the focus to how individual representatives respond to minority appeals. Here, I highlight legislators’ individual voting records, which are derived from ideal point scores of liberalism as well as Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (LCCR) scores, and I link these votes to racial and ethnic minority protest originating from their districts, as opposed
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to protest occurring elsewhere. This chapter demonstrates that national minority protest behavior is not able to change aggregate decisions made by Congress. The relationship is more nuanced than that. To understand minority concerns voiced through political behavior, congressional leaders, figuratively speaking, turn to their backyards. Politicians look at the content of minority protest actions that lie within their own districts and react to the non-electoral political behavior of their constituents.

In Chapter 4, I continue this analysis of the federal response with an examination of the president’s actions and rhetoric. Using an original dataset drawn from information in the *Federal Register* and volumes of the *Public Papers of the Presidents* series, I examine the content of presidential letters, press conferences, public statements, memoranda, executive orders, and State of the Union addresses. Considering every president from Dwight Eisenhower to William Clinton, I illustrate the influence that informative protest actions had on each mode of presidential action and show how this influence moved between private responses and those in a public forum. This chapter illustrates that presidents were responsive to salient forms of minority protest, and this response was often favorable. Moreover, presidents elected by either political party were responsive to issues of race. Even though the majority of their reactions came in the form of rhetoric as opposed to executive policies, presidents acted swiftly.

I complete the analysis of governmental responsiveness in Chapter 5 with an examination of Supreme Court cases and rulings. This chapter discusses both the Supreme Court’s rulings and the selection of racial and ethnic minority cases under the Warren, Burger, and Rehnquist Courts in response to political protest. It explores the question of whether life-tenure appointments and norms of ruling based on precedent are, at times, overshadowed by the external influence of minority political protest. After separating the U.S. Supreme Court database (Speath 1999) into various policy issues that relate to race, I conduct statistical analysis on justices’ aggregate and
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individual rulings. This chapter reveals that individual justices do indeed become attentive to informative protest once citizens’ actions stimulate national public opinion on race relations. Unlike the influence on other institutions, political protest first changes public perceptions and later works within a heightened environment of public opinion to influence liberal and conservative justices’ decisions. Liberal justices, in particular, are receptive to information stemming from political protest. While extremely liberal justices like Marshall or Brennan were likely to be favorable toward minority issues, they were further emboldened to act by societal conditions that supported racial and ethnic minority concerns.

I conclude by discussing the major contributions of my theory and the value of empirically considering a national response across the three branches of government. Finally, I explain the implications of my findings for the contemporary period. I argue that racial and ethnic minorities’ shift away from political protest over the last fifty years has left politicians less informed on the policies affecting minority communities. With less information stemming from minority protest to help shape and promote federal policies, racial progress has considerably slowed in this nation.